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“Looking In Theater” Inspires Senior Class
students from the
greater Hartford area. The
group is directed by Jonathan
Gillman of the Greater
Hartford Academy of the
Arts, a member of the Capital
Region Education Council

Kimberly Sanders

This year, the Northwest
Catholic school board
initiated a new seminar
series titled “Life Skills,”
with the goal of preparing
the members of the
senior class for life
post-graduation. The
school board has
already sponsored two
presentations this year,
including one titled
“Personal Finance” and
a second titled “Your
Personal Brand.”
Actors answer questions from the audiThese dealt with the
ence while still in character.
basics of finance,
(CREC). The students
workplace attire, interviews,
involved in the performances
and social media use. The
attend an intensive over the
third presentation was held
summer. There, they wrote
on March 7, when a group
their own scripts based on
called Looking In Theatre
their personal experiences,
performed a series of skits
with guidance from Mr.
that presented students with
Gillman. The group travels to
situations that they may face
once they graduate from high schools all over Connecticut,
presenting various skits to
school.
students of all ages.
The actors from Looking
Because the presentation
In Theatre are all high school

was only for the senior class,
the topics that the actors
dealt with were realistic for
a college environment. The
group performed eight short
skits. Each one dealt with
racism, relationship issues,
depression and suicide,
roommate conflicts, or peer
pressure at parties. The set
was simple and there were
no costumes, only dialogue
between the actors. The skits
were largely open ended,
designed to inspire thoughts
about the issues at hand,
rather than force a suggested
response upon the students.
The performance stopped
at two points to allow
the actors to introduce
themselves, tell the audience
their age and where they
go to school, and to answer
questions from the audience
regarding their roles and
why they responded the way
they did. These discussions
were conversational,
allowing students to think
about how they might have

impressed by the
performance. For Mrs.
Williamson, who had worked
very hard to coordinate the
event, it was a great success.
“The presentation by Looking
in Theatre surpassed my
expectations in two ways,”
she recalled. “The actors
and the director, Jonathan
Gillman, involved in the
show were at such a high
level. I was also impressed
by the engagement of seniors
and their comments.” The
students were also inspired
to begin thinking about the
new types of experiences
they will have in college,
both positive and negative.
Rose O’Brien ’14 felt that,
“the presentation was very
realistic, and portrayed a
very accurate representation
Looking in Theaters students act out of what college students can
face.” The entire senior class
a common scenario.
benefitted from Looking In,
and thanks the school board
perform to the entire school
and Mrs. Williamson for
before prom.
coordinating the event.
Students and
administrators alike were
responded if they were the
ones involved.
Mrs. Williamson
coordinated the performance.
Last year, she attended a
Looking In performance
specifically for Catholic
school administrators. She
was very impressed with
what she saw and it became
her dream to have Looking
In perform for the students of
Northwest Catholic. Looking
In came last year as well to

Kimberly Sanders

By Annie Berning ‘14

Unified Theater Takes The Stage Costa Rica Is Trip of A Lifetime
All of the participants agree
that their involvement in
Unified Theater is a surprising
and rewarding experience.
Learning to embrace and
celebrate differences is behind
Unified Theater’s mission,
and everyone who witnessed
the production could see the
obvious joy and friendship
represented on stage.
Mrs. Avery, who has been
involved with Unified Theater
for over ten years (first at
Conard High School and
now NWC), explained that,
“Unified Theater is a very
special organization to me,
and this year’s production
was another great example
of why this activity is both
valuable and beautiful.”
Everyone involved in the
production had a lot of
fun, new friendships were
made, and participants
and audience members
agree that wonderful
things happen when you
put the spotlight on ability.

Kimberly Spera

“Ability over disability,
creativity over conformity,
and collaboration over
competition.” This is Unified
Theater’s motto. Instead
of focusing on what kids
with special needs cannot
do, Unified Theater puts a
spotlight on what students of
all abilities love to do. This
past year was Northwest
Catholic and Intensive
Education Academy’s fourth
annual Unified Theater
production, centering around
a “Hollywood” theme. The
production was lead by
Northwest Catholic students
Gabriella Beaulieu ‘14,
Charles Faselle ‘15, Anna
Mirabello ‘15, and Fiona Shea
‘15, and Angel Cintron and
Gabe Rodriguez from IEA.
The cast divided into
four groups, each of which
wrote and performed a skit
based on a theme. The selfnamed groups were Pixar’s
Prehistoric Players, Big
City Stars, Bright Lights,
and Shining Stars. These
groups then incorporated
their skits into one larger
framework. Jessica
Jordano ‘15 acted as a
film director, searching
for great ideas to make a
movie. The production
included two full
company dance numbers
choreographed by Mary Zachary Sprinsky, Jacob McCollum, Alison Hardy,
Buckley ‘15 and Olivia Stephanie St. Marie, and Alicia Susi ’15 are all smiles
at rehearsal!
Fenton ‘15.

By Katherine Garger ‘14
The History Department
trip was definitely the
highlight of my high school
years. The camaraderie
among all of the people on
the trip gave me some of the
best memories that I could
ever hope for. As we zip lined
through the rain forest, we
learned about the natural
habitat and the rebuilding
that needs to happen to
protect the surroundings. We
then planted a baby tree that
will grow to help restore the
environment and maintain a
safe home for inhabitants of
the rainforest.
One day, the bus wound
up a road that our tour
guide referred to as “the
blender.” The road cut
through the mountains and
contained very hard curves.
The final destination of “the
blender” was one of the most
educational parts of the tour,
a local school. There were ten
students from first to fifth
grade, and only one girl. Each
child had to walk up two
miles or more just to get to
school each day.
There were two classrooms,
where the students were
all taught together. The
students performed a custom
Costa Rican dance and
then we joined them for a
game of soccer. We visited
the Baldi Hot Springs for a
day and learned how the
volcanoes heat the water from

underneath the ground and
create the perfect temperature
for hot tubs.

Mr. Fitzpatrick

By Charles Faselle ‘15

Tim Dodds was fascinated
by the local term “Pura Vida
Mae,” meaning “pure life,
dude!” He even accidently
said it to a priest, which could
be seen as disrespectful, but
the priest just laughed and
said “Pura Vida Mae!” right
back.
Ryan Delmonaco reflected
on the trip by saying, “I really
enjoyed meeting all the locals
and the people we traveled
with. Exploring the country
side and experiencing the
city life with my friends
is something I will always
remember.”
“This is one the best trips
our department has ever held.
The students were exceptional
and the experiences were
something I will carry with
me my whole life,” said Mr.
Fitzpatrick, reminiscing about
the trip.
All of the students were sad
that the trip had to end, but
their memories from the week
in paradise will last a lifetime!

Counting
Down the
Days
Junior/Senior
Prom:
May 17
First Day of
Senior Exams:
May 22
Academic and
Service Awards:
May 29
Baccalaureate
Mass:
June 3
Graduation:
June 4
Final Exams:
June 11
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Editorials

Letter from the Academic Dean

was stumped. Then I realized that indeed I did, or at least
I think, I knew the answer. The answer is very simple.
The answer is a great
way to treat others and
to run your own lives.
The answer is basic and
simple, yet universal and
thought provoking. The
answer is RESPECT.
Think about it. If you give
the people around you
your respect, they in turn
will respect you. Respect
is a basic expectation. We
all want to be examined
and then given respect
for the person we are.
All of us have this need;
it confirms the person
Mr. Cusson
we are. It says we are
valuable, and we all are valuable with a variety of gifts and
talents.
Respect is one of those behaviors that is absolutely
necessary! So think about it. Treat those around you with
respect. There are many ways of indicating this respect.
There are the simple actions of holding doors or picking up
a pencil that someone has dropped. There are also the more
complex actions of not gossiping about a person. Try even
pointing out a positive characteristic of the person. But in
the end it really boils down to treating others as you want to
be treated.
Think about respect. Give it a try. See if people treat you
better, respect you, if you respect them. I promise that in
most cases it won’t go wrong.

STAFF

Editor-in-Chief
Maggie Rose
Executive Board

Kevin LeBlanc ‘14

A few days ago, I spent several hours meeting with
a potential new teacher. In any interview process, the
interviewer has a list of questions to ask the potential
employee … “Why did you leave your last job?” “Why did
you decide to seek employment at Northwest Catholic?”
“What can you bring with you to make Northwest Catholic
a better school?” After the applicant has answered the
questions, it is typical for the employer to ask, “”Do you
have any questions?” In this particular instance, I thought
that one of this person’s questions was particularly
pertinent.
The question he asked was, “What makes Northwest
Catholic a place where I would want to work?” Obviously,
there are some standard parts to that answer. First, it is a
Catholic school. Being a Catholic school, we (the students
and the teachers) are able to talk about God, and faith,
and morality. It’s hard to imagine not being able to tie
those topics to any subject areas in the school. Secondly,
I always tell people that Northwest Catholic has great
academics; this is certainly a statement that the Academic
Dean should make! And, it really does! Northwest Catholic
sends students to great colleges, and our graduates hold
important, meaningful jobs that benefit the community.
Northwest Catholic students have great standardized test
scores. Additionally, I say that Northwest Catholic students
are very involved. From helping other through Campus
Ministry, to athletics, to the many clubs and organizations,
our student are there. Finally, and don’t let this go to your
heads, I told him that Northwest Catholic has great students
who are a pleasure to work with and many dedicated
faculty and staff members. It is a good place to be.
After making all these sweeping and wonderful
statements, after making Northwest Catholic sound like a
perfect Utopia, he came back with a final question. “What
makes Northwest Catholic so perfect?” For a few seconds I
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Nicholas’s Notes
A prayer for healing for our pricipal Mrs. Margaret Williamson
Dear Lord of Mercy and Father of Comfort,
You are the One I turn to for help in moments of weakness and times of need. I ask you to be with your servant in this
illness. Psalm 107:20 says that you send out your Word and heal. So then, please send your healing Word to your servant. In
the name of Jesus, drive out all infirmity and sickness from his body.
Dear Lord, I ask you to turn this weakness into strength, suffering into compassion, sorrow into joy, and pain into comfort
for others. May your servant trust in your goodness and hope in your faithfulness, even in the middle of this suffering. Let
him be filled with patience and joy in your presence as he waits for your healing touch.
Please restore your servant to full health, dear Father. Remove all fear and doubt from his heart by the power of your Holy
Spirit, and may you, Lord, be glorified through his life.
As you heal and renew your servant, Lord, may he bless and praise you.
All of this I pray in the name of Jesus Christ.
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Catholic Social Teaching
By Molly McDonald ‘14
The idea of having a ‘calling’ is one that is not uncommon
in Catholic teaching and tradition. While it may be common
to hear of someone following a calling in the Bible, it is
perhaps more uncommon to hear of someone in your own
community. However, Northwest is home to not only one,
but three students who felt called to make a difference.
Senior Victoria Gleixner ’14 and sophomore Jack Carew
‘16’16 had the opportunity of attending a food packing event
at the Catholic Youth Spectacular in September, and were
inspired enough to bring the idea to Northwest Catholic. A
third student, senior Emma Deneen ’14, was inspired upon
hearing Victoria and Jack’s enthusiasm. The Helping Hands
project set a goal of raising $5,000 over the course of the
Lenten season to help set up a food packing event that will
provide food for the West African country of Burkina Faso.
They asked that students and faculty pledge to give up a
certain indulgence and instead donate that money to help
raise money for the food packing event. Mrs. Gillespie says
that the most important part of the experience for her was

the fact that Victoria Gleixner and Jack Carew felt that they
were called to help. “This is a great example of how things
like this move on,” she expressed. “It also is a great show of
the generosity of the community,” she explains.
This concept can be connected to the Gospel passage
from a couple weeks ago, about the multiplication of the
loaves. The apostles must certainly have been intimidated
by such a large task, but with faith, they accomplished the
task. It was made possible thanks to one person giving all
that they had. “This is a great example in the lesson that
what we provide will hopefully multiply in mays we cannot
predict,” Mrs. Gillespie says. “The initial concept of raising
$5,000 seemed hard, but the determined students eventually
accomplished it.” After not exactly meeting their goal during
the Lenten season, Mrs. Gillespie explained that “One fifth
of the total goal came from a large, generous donation”. She
added, “The point being is that when you are called to do
something, it is because you are meant to do it—God will
help you find the means to make it happen.” Thank you to
all who helped to make the Helping Hands project a reality!
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says choreographer Miss Kate
Morran, “But this cast truly rose
to the occasion to learn not only
their music and choreography
but also by mastering circus
skills. Mrs. Avery and I are very
proud of their work ethic and
talent.”
Adding to the fun, a full
carnival was set up each night
of the show in the Johnson
Gym. Complete with games,
stilt walkers, popcorn, root
beer floats, and plenty of cotton
candy, the carnival was made
possible with the help of event
planner Jan Sweeney and
many parent volunteers. Mrs.
Elizabeth Oates, Department
Head for Fine and Performing
Arts, was especially impressed
with the show saying, “The
Dramateur’s production of
Barnum was a spectacular blend
of visual and musical excellence.
The combination of acrobatics,
singing, acting and dancing was
highlighted by the beautiful set
and lighting. The hard work
and dedication of the students
truly made it ‘The Greatest
Show on Earth’!”
To close the 2013-14 season,
the Dramateurs will present
“Bad Auditions by Bad Actors”
a play in one act written by Ian
McWethy and directed by Mary
Buckley ’15 on May 23 at 7:30
pm in the Alice C. Mortensen
Theater.

DeFranzo ’14 and Olivia Fenton ’15 as Barnum’s wife
Chairy perform the touching duet “I Like Your Style”

RDK Photography

On April 5, 6, and 7, 2014
the Northwest Catholic
Dramateurs brought the circus
to the Richard Rice Auditorium
in living color. With music by
Cy Coleman, lyrics by Michael
Stewart and book by Mark
Bramble, Barnum chronicles
the life of the eccentric “Prince
of Humbug” Mr. P.T. Barnum.
Set in the mid- 19th century, the
production combines the story
telling elements of traditional
musical theater with the
spectacle of a three ring circus.
Artistic Director Sara Avery
said, “Barnum gave us the
unique opportunity to use a ton
of color and whimsical design
elements in our production. This
showcased our new lighting
equipment especially well.”
Senior Ryan DeFranzo played
the iconic leading role which
has is widely considered to be
one of the most challenging
endeavors in musical theater.
From the sweeping vocals of
“The Colors of My Life” to the
tongue twisting patter of “The
Museum Song,” DeFranzo
barely left the stage for the 1
hour and 40 minute production.
What was the hardest aspect
of playing “The Greatest
Showman on Earth”? “Certainly
being on stage for virtually the
whole show was tough,” says

DeFranzo, “but the hardest part
was contrasting Barnum’s flashy
side with his softer caring side.”
In January, the cast
began training with circus
professionals Heidi Kirchofer
and Joel Melendez from Matica
Arts to learn various skills
such as stilt walking, juggling,
tumbling, and unicycling.
Sophomore Kevin Kearns
who was a stilt walker in the
show says, “People joke about
‘running away’ to join the circus
so it surprised me that these
arts require so much hard work
and concentration.” Perhaps
the most challenging of the
stunts performed in the show
were the aerials. Sophomore
Vaniah Delancy appeared on
the trapeze while Ali Coffey
‘15 mastered the silks. Under
the tutelage of aerialist Jamie
Hodgson, Vaniah Delancy
and Ali Coffey spent hours
perfecting their routines.
Delancy commented about her
role saying, “The hardest part
was going beyond the basics
and being pushed to learn more
complex routines.”
The cast, crew and orchestra
were comprised of students
from all four classes with a large
number of freshmen. “After
having graduated so many
seniors from the class of 2013
we initially thought that 2014
would be a rebuilding year,”

The ensemble entices the audience to “Join the Circus.”

RDK Photography

By Maggie Rose ‘14

Jackie Collas ’16 appears as the “Swedish
Nightingale” Jenny Lind.

RDK Photography

Ryan DeFranzo ’14 leads the company in the rousing “Museum Song.

RDK Photography

RDK Photography

Barnum Steals the Show

DeFranzo ’14 brings color to his campaign in the number “Black and White.
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Northwest Nostalgia

I get to call the teachers by their first
The biggest difference between benames! Otherwise, it isn’t all that
ing on staff and being a student is
different because it is a culmination
the relationship I have with teachof the lessons I learned as a student at
My experience on staff differs from NWC and I get to try to help today’s
ers and other staff members. It’s
much more collaborative now and my experience as a student the same students learn those lessons too. But
way I as an adult differ from myself I still have to show up before homeI’ve gotten to know many of them
on a much more personal level than as a teenager. Different point in life, room and hurry up to XC and Track
I ever could have as a student. -Mrs. different experiences, different perpractice every day!
spective. -Mr. Przech ‘92
Spera ‘03
-Mr. Williamson ‘99

How is your experience on staff
different than being a student?

Northwest Catholic has been a home away from
home since 2000 for me but the greatest thing about
my experience of being on staff vs. being a student is
seeing and meeting and becoming friends with all of
the wonderful teachers and staff that once taught me.
Northwest Catholic truly is the place where you know
you belong. From being the one people looked at to
see how they would take what they learned at NWC
to the real world and become that person that helps to
mold and guide these young men and women is truly
a blessing in disguise. The greatest thing about working every day at Northwest is the affect you have on
the life of a student, hearing the words “ you made
a difference in my life” is the greatest thing I’ve ever
heard! -Mr. Johnson ‘04

Besides the obvious, the experience really
hasn’t changed much. Yes we have new faces,
but it is still very much the Northwest Catholic
that I remember way-back-when.
-Mr. Martorelli
‘03
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What would people be
surprised to learn about you?
Mrs. Elizabeth Oates: I played
rugby in college.
Tim Dodds: I’m Ukranian.
Maddie Johnson: Horses
intimidate me. One kick and
you’re dead? No thank you.
Marlon Bailey: I like to sit at
home and dream about what
it would be like to use money
as toilet paper.
If you could be anyone else
at Northwest for a day, who
would you be, and why?
EO: Mrs. Allen from the
cafeteria, so that I could have
as many pepperoni bagels as I
wanted.
TD: Dr. Luddy. The man is a
genius.
MJ: Mrs. Williamson so I
could use my power for good.
Air conditioning for all!
MB: I would be Trae Brooks. I
feel like in his eyes, we live in
a different world.

and an endless supply of
hairties.
MB: Benjamins, Bar-B-Q, and
my family.
Who or what always make
you laugh?
EO: My son, Seamus. He is
hysterical.
TD: Mr. Canny.
MJ: Will Farrell in anything.
Chris Mangine also has his
moments, I guess.
MB: Bill Cosby

What words of wisdom do
you live by?
EO: “Do or do not, there is no
try.” -Yoda
TD: Find something you love
and never let it out of your
life.
MJ: Ask for forgiveness, not
permission.
What three things could you
not live without?
EO: Coffee, coffee, coffee…
TD: Friends, family, soccer.
MJ: Burt’s Bees, my planner,

EO: A mess in the art room.
TD: Arrogant people.
MJ: When people tap their
pens loudly on their desk
during a test.
MB: Stop signs.
What would be your
personal theme song?
EO: “Eye of the Tiger” by
Survivor
TD: Definitely “Dark Horse”
by Katy Perry
MJ: “Fancy” by Iggy Azalea
MB: “Kurt Angle” by Based
God
What would your first action
as President of the United
States be?
EO: Protect arts education
in schools and federal arts
education funding.
TD: Throw Tad Link in jail for
being too beautiful.
MJ: Follow Finland’s lead in
education and have no more
homework.
MB: Create conspiracies.

Miss Kate Morran

If you were stranded on a
desert island, who would
you want to be stranded
with, and why?
EO: My friend Dawn because
she is wily and resourceful.
TD: Deacon Sutherland. It’d
be a blast.
MJ: The cast of Lost because
they know what they are
doing.
MB: Donald Sterling, so I can
educate.

What annoys you the most?

Mrs. Oates
What would be the first thing
you would do if you won 10
million dollars?
EO: I would add to my kid’s
college fund and give NWC
some cash money.
TD: Donate a second atrium
to NWC.
MJ: I’d probably buy some
new shoes, and then donate
the rest to Northwest. The
“Maddie Johnson” wing
would open the following
year.
MB: Swim in it.

What movie could you watch
over and over again, and
why?
EO: “Monty Python’s Holy
Grail” It’s the perfect mix of
medievalism, sarcasm, and
general silliness.
TD: Shawshank Redemption.
It’s the greatest movie ever.
MJ: Clueless. Cher is an
inspiration.
MB: Black Swan because of
Mila Kunis.
If the whole world were
listening, what would you
say?
EO: Hello!
TD: Make good choices.
MJ: Lets all calm down with
selfie Sundays. Nobody asked
for that.
MB: Yeet.

EO: Pope
Francis. He is a
true leader!
TD: Hands
down Ms.
Burke. There
are so many
things I don’t
understand.
MJ: Mike Schor,
the creator and
head writer
of The Office,
Parks and Rec
and Brooklyn
99. His creative
work is literally
perfection. I bet
he has pretty
funny thoughts.
MB: Corey
Jasper because
he is always
on his money
flo.

Molly McDonald ‘14

Inside Out: Mrs. Oates, Tim Dodds, Maddie Johnson, and Marlon Bailey

Marlon Bailey ‘14

What is your greatest
ambition in life?
EO: To be the best mom that I
can be
TD: To grow up, be successful,
and live a good life
MJ: To have the talent of the
Kardashians of having no
talent and getting paid for it
MB: To be in Based God’s
Task Force.
Who is your hero, and why?
EO: My parents- it could not
have been easy to raise me.
TD: People like Mr. Mirabello.
If there were 100 more Mr.
Mirabello’s, the world would
be such a better place.
MJ: Tina Fey because her
writing of SNL was fantastic.
Also she created Mean Girls.
Wow.
MB: Based God because
he taught me how to cook
Wonton soup.

What would be the title of
your autobiography?
EO: “Mixing Colors: the
Palette of My Life”
TD: “Tim”
MJ: “Maddie’s Declassified
Spiteful Teenager Survivor
Guide: Catholic Edition”
MB: “My Life Is Harder Than
The ‘Picky People Pick Peter
Pan Peanut Butter’ Tongue
Twister”

What random fact are you
most proud to know?

EO: Maryland Crab Cakes
with remoulade sauce.
TD: Chipotle burrito.
MJ: Guacamole, obviously.
MB: Mrs. Butterworth.

Ana Colliton ‘14

Miss Kate Morran

EO: The Yankees, of course!
TD: John Fox and Tad
Link’s West Hartford Youth
Basketball team, the Magee
Roofins
MJ: American Luge Team
MB: The Cowboys

EO: I don’t get magazines in
the mail. I’ve embraced the
21st century.
TD: Good Housekeeping – I
love seeing new kitchens.
MJ: The NWC Logos.
Brilliant!
MB: Cosmopolitan.

EO: What is your plan?
TD: What does the fox say?
MB: Does Sway have the
answers?
If you could have only one
food for the rest of your life
(assuming that this strange
situation would not affect
your health), which food
would you choose?

Where’s Tim?

If you could manage any
professional sports team,
what team would you
choose?

What magazine do you
always look forward to
getting in the mail?

If you could ask God any one
question, what would it be?

If you could hear what
someone is thinking for a
day, who would you choose,
and why?

EO: Ireland
TD: Narnia
MJ: Prague
MB: Las Vegas, Nevada

Maddie Johnson ‘14
If you could live anywhere
in the world, where would
you live?

EO: I don’t know any random
facts, I only know random
questions.
TD: Ketchup was sold as
medicine in the 1840s.
MJ: Weird obscure facts about
TV shows. Too much free
time.
MB: Flying squirrels are
billionaires by day but
vigilantes by night.
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International Program Spotlight:
This Year’s Chinese Students

Tips for Making Your Home Energy Efficient
By Dinesh Palety ‘15
There are ways to make
a building energy efficient,
also know as eco-friendly.
Options include choosing the
right material for flooring,
and the correct exterior color
for insulation. However,
there are ways to make your
home energy efficient after
construction without building
another one. Here are five
tips that will help you reduce
your energy usage:

By Wenjia Dong ‘15
Northwest Catholic is a
place where students from
numerous backgrounds come
together. This year, our school
welcomed new students
from China, India, and
Mexico to join our returning
International students from
China, Vietnam, and South
Korea.
I myself am a returning
junior from China, and
am very proud of what
my fellow classmates have
been accomplishing in the
school. As the majority of
the International students
are from China, I would like
to shed some light on the
Chinese students.
This year, we have fourteen
students from various regions
of China. Prior to coming
to Northwest Catholic, six

of these students had never
spent more than a few weeks
in the U.S. It can be a major
adjustment coming from so
far away and different places
to living and studying in
an American high school.
Despite the challenges that
come with adjusting to a
new environment, one of our
biggest accomplishments has
been helping each other and
solving problems together.
Among the Chinese
students, we share many
different interests, including
cooking, art, music, and
meeting and making new
friends.
The picture above shows
several adventurous Chinese
and American participants
on the O.A.R.S. Caving/
Camping Trip in October
2013.
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Tip #1 – Turn off the lights
when not needed, even as
you go from room to room in
the course of your day
According to ENERGY STAR,
20 percent of a home’s energy
use comes from light bulbs.
Using a compact fluorescent
light bulb requires about
75 percent less energy than
incandescent, but that won’t

matter if you turn the lights of
when you don’t need them.
Tip #2 – Wash clothes in cold
water
According to the US
Department of Energy, a
washing machine uses up
to 90 percent of its energy to
heat the water in a laundry
load, and the higher the
temperature, the greater
the cost to you and the
environment. Using cold
water will be better for your
clothes too.
Tip #3 – Use a clothesline or
clothes ‘tree’ and to reduce
the usage of a dryer
An outdoor clothesline costs
only a few dollars. You can
find space indoor in case
of unfavorable weather
conditions. It may be a lot
easier to just put the clothes in

the dryer but it is a lot more
beneficial for you and the
environment if you choose a
clothesline instead.
Tip #4 – Isolate your fridge
away from heat generating
electronics
If your fridge is beside a vent,
stove or dishwasher (which
give off a lot of heat) your
fridge will have to work hard
and use more energy to keep
its cool.
Tip #5 – Buy biodegradable
pots for your home and
garden
Buying plants already potted
in bridgeable materials,
like bamboo, coconut, rice
or wheat fiber, rather than
plastic, will eliminate another
step in the recycling process.

Deacon Art Miller Speaks for Black History Month
By Conor Devlin ‘14

Deacon Miller addresses the
student body.

Black History Month is
celebrated here at Northwest
Catholic with quotes shared
during daily announcements
and an assembly. This year
Deacon Art Miller was invited
to speak to the student body
in regards to Black History.
His ideas gave light to the

message that people are
motivated to complete acts
of kindness in order to be
praised. Deacon Miller asked
us to not live in this way.
Rather, we should act justly.
We shouldn’t complete acts of
kindness because others look
at us highly, but because we
know in our hearts that it is
the right thing to do.

College Personality Quiz: How Much Do You Love Knowledge?

I can identify at least
one school subject or
topic about which I
am truly passionate.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true
If I felt I was really
learning something
in a class, the grade
I received would not
matter that much.
a. Very true
For every...
a- Give yourself 9
points
b- 6 points
c- 3 points
d- 0 points
Now count up your
points!

b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true

I enjoy learning
things on my own
(and not just for a
class).
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true
My friends and I
enjoy discussing

Scores
High Scores: 57 or
above
Medium Scores: 48 to
56
Low Scores: 47 or less

intelectual ideas.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true

I enjoy going to the
art museum and/or
the symphony.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true
Learning about
What Your Score Means
If you scored high here, the
life of the mind is exciting to
you. You likely read widely
about a variety of topics; you
enjoy learning for the sake
of learning, not because you
may get a good grade. You
enjoy talking about ideas,
philosophies and trading new
perspectives. High scorers
will look for academic challenges and colleges that will
stimulate their minds. High
scorers should be aware that

many different academic subjects—history, English, math
and so on—is interesting to me.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true
I usually go beyond
class requirements,
not because I have
to, but because I
am interested in the

big name colleges are not
the only ones that provide
intellectual stimulation. In
fact, many colleges are more
scholarly than Ivy League colleges. High scorers may even
look for those non-traditional
colleges that do not stress
grades.
Lower scorers are less
comfortable with intellectual
ideas and concepts. You may
not have yet been exposed to
compelling topics, issues or
ideas. You may not have had
experiences that have excited

class.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true

I like teachers who
encourage me to
think about how
academic subjects
interrelate.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true
you about learning. You want
to be cautious about applying
to a college that will expect
you to have a serious academic focus immediately. You may
want to use college as a place
to try classes or subjects with
which you are unfamiliar; you
may be pleasantly surprised
by how interesting a new
subject might be.
http://www.usnews.com/education/articles/2008/08/21/collegepersonality-quiz-part-3-love-knowledge
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Boys’ Lacrosse Sticks it Out

As the snow begins to melt
and the fields of Northwest
become green once again,
the boys’ lacrosse team looks
forward to a great season.
The team has gained many
freshman athletes but also has
the leadership and experience
of several seniors that have
played for all four years of
their high school careers. To
prepare for the upcoming
season in the Central
Connecticut Conference West
division, the boys lacrosse
team has been practicing daily
with the help of Head Coach
Peter Vlahakis. He remarks,
“I am looking forward to
coaching a team that has a
chance to compete for a state
championship.” The boys
lacrosse team returns this
year with their top six scorers,
including All State players
Chris McLaughlin ’14 and
Aiden McDonnell ’14. With
encouragement from their
coach, the varsity and junior
varsity teams hope to make a
strong showing in their first
game against West Hartford

Meet Your Match

Last year the girls’ tennis
team was on fire making
and breaking many school
records. It was the first time
in school history that the
girls’ varsity tennis team had
gone undefeated during their
regular season with a record
of 16-0, giving them
the number one
seed in the Class S
State Tournament.
It was also the
first time that
four individuals
or doubles have
made the State
Tournament. These
included Anna Case
’15 and Angela
Miguel ’15 for
singles, as well as
the teams of Magda
Lencweski ’13 and
Gabriella Giannone
’15, and Rachel
Poirier ‘14 and
Grace Deneen ’14
for doubles. 		
Reflecting on last
year’s record-breaking season,
head Coach Stan Piorkowski
said, “I was happy not so
much that we broke all sorts
of school records, but with
the manner in which we did
it. Every girl was getting
better and better as the season
evolved. The team had a
wonderful attitude last year:
they all rooted for each other,
they worked hard at practice,
and so when we win while
doing that its great, but if we
lose while doing that same

thing, it’s still great!”
This year, the girls’ are
going to be playing a much
tougher schedule during their
regular season, including
matches against several
teams that made it to the
semi-finals or finals of the
state tournament in higher
divisions. Such teams include

it includes 9 out of 10 of last
year’s starters. Singles players
to watch during this season
are Case, Miguel, Charlotte
Carew ’15, and Mary-Kathryn
Rogers ’14. Two doubles
teams to watch are Deneen
and Poirier, and the sister duo
of Amy Cao ’14 and Diana
Cao ’16. A third doubles team
is still being worked
on and evolving
during tryouts and
practices. A lot of
great players are
competing to be on
this third team. Some
players we might
see on it are Emma
Deneen ’14, Katherine
Marti ’14, Kristen
Marti ’14, Gabriella
Giannone ’15,
Kathleen Craig ’15,
Emily Grandell ’16,
and Lauren Contenta
’16.
Overall, the
seniors and Coach
Piorkowski all agree
that this season is
going to be one to
watch. Mr. Piorkowski said, “I
think we are going to be good
this year; how good depends
on the girls, but we are going
to be good.” Senior Rachel
Poirier pointed out how the
team has only lost one starter,
and everyone is working
hard. Senior Emma Deneen
reflected on their off season
training, saying “Everyone
worked really hard in the
off-season, so we are looking
forward to another hopefully
successful season.”

rival, Conard High School.
The team will face difficult
opponents in their conference
division including Hall
High School. They hope to
overcome with determination
and great stick skills. With an
overtime loss last year against
Hall, the team will return to
the neighborhood rival eager
for victory.
Expectations are high
for the boys team led by

seniors Chris McLaughlin,
Aiden McDonnell, John Fox,
Ryan Donahue, Mac Kearns,
Cooper Kerr, and Ben Elmore.
McLaughlin expresses his
hopes for the team, “We have
a lot of seniors that have been
varsity players since freshman
year. Last year we really
started to put it together
so I think we have a good
chance to take advantage of
our experience.” A few other
athletes to look for this
upcoming season are
face-off player Connor
Murphy ’16 and Cameron
Von Hollander ’16 on
attack, as well as defender
Will Klein ’15 and varsity
goalie David Kalamarides
’15. After a close game last
year, the boys are eager
to face East Catholic on
May 16th at St. Thomas
Seminary. The entire team
is hopeful for a spot in
the State Championship
in May. Whether inside
the gym or outside on the
muddy fields, the team is
putting in a great amount
of effort to ensure the
Chris McLaughlin ‘14 races down the
successful season.
field.

No Speed Limit

By Caroline Gill ‘16

There will no longer be
any more runners, sprinters,
or hurdlers throughout the
Northwest Catholic hallways
because the outdoor track
season has officially begun.
This large team of 110
students is coached by Mr.
Williamson, Coach Sanders
‘05 (long distance and middistance runners), Coach
Krupa ‘08 (sprinters), and
Coach Martin and Coach
Petion (throwers). This years

Rose O’Brien ‘14

By Kirsten Greene ‘16

By Abby Herron ‘16

Girls’ tennis captains
Glastonbury High School,
which made it into the Class
LL State Tournament and
RHAM, which made their
way into the Class M State
Tournament. Mr. Piorkowski’s
outlook on this more difficult
schedule is “It’s going to be
tough, but we don’t measure
ourselves entirely on wins
and losses, but instead if we
have played well and if we
have gotten better.”
The girls’ tennis team is
going to be strong this year, as

program graduated a handful
of talented athletes in 2013 but
they still have a strong senior
core that will bring success
this spring. Returning senior
and captain Rose O’Brien ’14
says, “The team this season is
very young, but they show a
lot of potential. I like meeting
athletes that I may not have
been friends with in school,
and who share a love for track
just like me.” Rose runs in
the 4x400 meter varsity relay,
the 100 meter hurdles, and
the 300 meter hurdles. Kelsey
Baker ’14 says,
“I’m looking
forward to
ending my
senior spring
with the track
family I’ve
grown with
over the past
four years.
The training
is tough and
conditioning
can be
challenging
but there is no greater
feeling than seeing a team
mate accomplish something
they previously thought
impossible.” Kelsey will look
to break some of her personal
records in her specialty events
such as the long and high
jump, and even hopes to
compete in the 4x400 relay in
one of her last meets.
The team is definitely on
the right “track” to a great
season.
Patrick Williamson

After being delayed by
late snow, the team is anxious
and excited to get back on
the course. With three varsity
players returning to play this
year, the girls have a strong
backbone.
Leading the practices are
Coach Jeffrey Przech ’92 and
Assistant Daniel Luddy ’03.
Along with the great depth of
senior leaders Lauren Belizzi
’14, Rachel Bercowetz ’14, and
Hannah Wade ’14, and new
varsity underclassmen the
team is poised for success.
For the first time in team
history, the ladies will play
their home matches at
Wampanoag Country Club.
Coach Przech commented
‘having the opportunity to
play at Wampanoag this year
is great for the team. It is a
much more forgiving course
than Gilette Ridge was in the
past, but is still challenging.”
Bercowetz is eager for
the season saying, “This
is an exciting year for the
girls team, new players, and
another year to make the state

tournament as we have in the
past, our goal this season is
to constantly be focused on
getting better. “
However, the road to
the tournament will not be
an easy one. With a tough
schedule and Varsity member
Zoe Lavoie ’15 hurt for the
season, the girls will need
to hold their focus. They
will face many talented
opponents, including rivals
Berlin, Farmington, and
Glastonbury.
Despite the loss of All State
golfer Sadie Martinez ’13, the
team will try to pursue the
their first state championship.
They have a great balance
of strong upperclassmen
and eager sophomores and
freshmen that hope to have
great success this season.
Conference championships
are sceduled for June 2nd
at Blue Fox Run in Avon.,
followed by the state
tournament on June 8th, to be
held at Orange Hills Country
Club.

Kimberly Spera

Sittin’ on Club Nine
By Matt Marshall ‘15
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team is led by six senior
captains: Barre Mohamood,
Owen Eagan, Chris Armetta,
Molly McDonald, Kelsey
Baker, and Rose O’Brien.
There are numerous events
for the athletes to participate
in, from relays and hurdles
to sprinting and jumping.
Coach Williamson says, “The
team is looking great this
year. Last year, the team had
a losing record in dual meets
and I believe we will be able
to improve on that this year.”
The outdoor track
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Girls’ Lacrosse Prepares For An Exciting Season
By Logan Wolf ‘15
The Northwest Catholic
girls’ lacrosse team is coming
into the season hoping to better their record from last year.
The team made it to the playoffs last year with a record of
8-8, but was ousted by Weston
in a hard fought game. This
upcoming season gives the
girls another chance to prove
themselves to the rest of the
state, and to show everyone
that they can indeed win another championship.
Five of last year’s team members graduated. However, the
team has maintained a strong
core group of players. Senior
captains Molly Deneen ‘14
and D1 Mount Saint Mary’s

University commit Liza Oakley ‘14 lead the team. Both
captains understand that
there is a lot of work to be
done, but believe that it is indeed possible to have a great
season. “I think that it’s tough
because it’s a rebuilding year.
We lost our seniors, some really good girls,” says Deneen
acknowledging the tough season ahead. She goes on to say
once the girls start playing
together, however, she thinks
they will play well.
Juniors Grace Hayes ‘15
and Jess Jordano ‘15, along
with 2nd Team All State player
Lauren Cenci ’15, and Lauren Bonk ’16 create a core
group that will lead the team
this season. These talents,

trained by coach Bill Mullady,
are looking at a very tough
schedule in the CCC West.
Opponents include the Hall
and Conard teams, which are
always very strong. They will
also face a difficult matchup
with Glastonbury four games
into the season. Oakley says
that Granby is also always a
great rivalry within the sport.
The girls have a very positive outlook heading into this
season. “All of the girls on the
team are very nice and I’m
sure this year will be a good
one,” said Oakley. The team
will use the momentum from
last season to carry them to
great successes this season
as they face off against opponents around the state.

Softball Team Shows Promise

The Girls’ Softball Team
is ready to challenge some of
the biggest teams in the
state. The Softball field at
Northwest was completely renovated with new
dugouts on either side of
home base. Despite their
youth, the team won’t let
that deter them. The girls
are currently 7-7 and had
early season against East
Catholic, RHAM, and big
powerhouse Farmington.
Leading the team this
year are senior captains Kelly
Shannon ’14 and All-Conference player Alisha Collazo
’14.
The season opener brought

the team to rival East Catholic. The girls fought hard for
their win in extra innings.
Leading the offense was

Art Rich Photography

By Matt Marshall ‘15

Alisha Collazo ‘14
Christal Riley ’16 dominating with three sold hits along
with Lucia Barressi ’16 owning the mound. Collazo and
Shannon who each added two

hits, bringing the girls to an
11-8 victory.
Another highlight for the
team was their win against
Farmington. The girls won
16-7 despite Farmington’s
higher ranking in the CCC.
Barressi held the mound
while Sabrina Carreira, Collazo, and Shannon helped
bring in runners as they dominated the offense.
In addition to Barressi,
Kathleen Yorio ’16 has also
shown strong pitchingand
paced the defense throughout the season so far. Despite
the early season injury of the
young and talented Maggie
Hoffman ’17, the girls hope to
push forward as the season
progresses.

Boys’ Golf Putts Their Way to Success

Golf season is here, and
the whole boys team is undeniably excited. Brian Kozak
’14 says “I think I speak for
the entire golf team, including our coach, when I say
that we are all looking forward to the
season.” The team is
ready for the season
to be in full force. This
season, more than any
other, they seem to be
extremely motivated
and determined.
Focus, drive, and
talent are three things
this team clearly has,
and it is displayed
through the cornerstones of the team:
co-captains Tad Link
’14 and Demitri Yao
’14, as well as Kozak.
Tad Link says “I like
how our team is shaping up,
I think we’ll do pretty well in
the regular season, and our
main goal is a state championship.” 		
The boy’s
golf team is in the CCC West
division, said to be the hard-

est division. Varsity Coach
Scott Fletcher says, “We look
forward to states since our division is so tough.” They will
play against extremely competitive teams such as Simsbury, Farmington, Conard
and Hall. Yao looks back on a

them will be in no shortage
this season. Kozak says “After
coming in third last year in
states, we look to get better.
We only lost one senior from
last year, and everybody on
our varsity and JV squads
have improved remarkably.”
Other varsity players to
watch this season are Sean
Oleasz ’15 and Will Horrigan ’15. The team’s first
match was at their home
course, Wampanoag Country Club, against Berlin on
April 4th. One recent match
for the team included a win
against cross-town rival
Hall at Wampanoag. The
boys won 158-169. Medaling for the Indians was
Horrigan who shot a 35,
which was one under par.
Kozak and Yao also played
well.
The entire team takes pride
in their impeccable work ethic
during practice, and feel a
strong desire to outdo their
overall 3rd place finish from
last year. Kozak adds, “We
are all ready to make another
run at the state title!”

Kimberly Spera

By Molly Mullen ‘16

Tad Link ‘14
match against Farmington last
season, saying, “Only losing
to Farmington by one shot
last year was heart breaking.
The team is excited and ready
to play them again this year.”
Yao says the rivalry between
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Baseball Takes the Field
By Anthony Loreno ‘14
Last year, Northwest
Catholic’s boys’ baseball team
finished with a 17-7 record
and was eliminated from the
playoffs in the quarterfinals of
the Class M state playoffs by
a strong Northwest Regional
team. The team lost seven
players this year, notably
Brendan Fox ’13 and Mac

ers in John Arel, Luciani, and
Dunn.
Arel led the team last year,
posting a 8-0 record with a
0.86 ERA. The strong pitching will definitely be there
again this year; the question
is whether or not the new bats
will. They lost seven players
last year, so many new players are going to be asked to
take on larger roles. Two of
these players are
junior outfielder
Evan Michalek
‘15 and shortstop
Hunter Tralli ’15.
Luciani described
these two as integral members of
the team that will
anchor the lineup
and defense.
The team
will face a tough
schedule this year,
with their stiffest competition
coming from Southington,
who went 21-4 last year and
lost in the Class LL championship game. The Indians
fought hard and were able to
pull away with a 1-0 win in
their first meetup.
Senior Zeke Angelini said
that although they play a
tough schedule, “…each game
is definitely winnable if we
play how we know we can”.
This team believes that they
are definitely talented enough
to win Northwest Catholic’s
second baseball championship this June. Hopefully the
team can live up to its lofty
expectations and do so.
Kimberly Sanders
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Taylor Luciani ‘14
Crispino ‘13, whose absence
will be felt at the plate.
Captains Dylan Robinson
’14, Taylor Luciani ’14, and
Connor Dunn ‘14 lead a new
senior-driven lineup that will
have to step up in order for
the team to compete for a
championship in June.
Players on the team are
confident about their chance
to win a state championship
this year. Sean Foster ’14 says
that winning a championship
was “absolutely” a realistic
goal, and several other teammates share his opinion. The
team has good reason to be
confident, as they bring back
a dynamic trio of senior pitch-

Boys’ Tennis Excels

By Chris Allen ‘15

The Northwest Catholic
boys’ tennis team is ready to
take on the 2014 season. This
year, Coach Tim Crowley and
captains Pete Armetta ‘14 and
Adam Mendoza ‘15 lead the
group. Will Smullen ‘14, Kyle
Brooks ‘15, Oliver Hasson ’16,
and Tim O’Donnell ‘16 also
bring leadership to the team
and have significant potential
for another accomplished
season.
Coach Crowley has high
hopes for his team this
season, commenting, “My
goal for the team this season
is to qualify for states, which
I see potential in doing with
the strength we have from our
twelve returning players.”
Armetta also believes they
have a good chance of
making states: “Normally
we have about 12-15 matches
scheduled, but this season we
have 19 matches. This gives
us a better chance to make
states.”
Coach Crowley and
Mendoza see potential in the
new freshmen team members,
commending them on their
hard work and eagerness to

improve. Armetta adds, “All
of the freshman are doing
just fine. They figured almost
everything out by the third
or fourth tryout.” Mendoza
adds to this, saying, “We have
a lot of strengths to be proud
of this year, most of all our
positive attitudes. Attitude
is essential in every sport,
especially in the game of
tennis. I’ve felt a lot of good
energy around practice which
we all hope to carry on into
the season.”
It is this positive attitude
that will help the team
overcome any obstacles on
their way to earning a state
championship title this
season. Mendoza confirms
that there will be some
challenges as well, saying,
“The team will face some of
the best teams in the state.
However, my teammates
and I look forward to these
challenges ahead.”
The CCC West is a strong
conference overal with
tough competition from all
teams. Armetta and Coach
Crowley see East Catholic
and Farmington as their most
difficult opponents.

